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On Sunday, August 5, FPC will return to two worship
services: 8:30am in the Chapel and 10:30am in the
Sanctuary. Sunday School will start at 9:30am

Rummage Sale
The Church-Wide Rummage Sale has been postponed until next
spring! More items are needed to have a successful sale. Please
continue to bring your donations and drop them off in Room 108
downstairs. Thanks so much to all who have donated so far.

Coming Soon — Fall Kick Off
The Christian Education Committee will be hosting a Fall
Kick Off Brunch on Sunday, August 12 at 11:45am. Watch
bulletins and eNews for more info.

Dear Colleagues in Ministry,
Let's roll out the red carpet of radical hospitality together!
WOW! Surely by now you have heard about the Addiction Summit, addressing the opioid crisis,
scheduled for August 11th here at the church. This is a remarkable event for this community that will
happen right here at First Presbyterian! I hope you will plan to attend and plan to help host.
The leadership line-up of panelists for the event is amazing. Keynoter Dr. Vance Shaw from the
Department of Family Medicine at ETSU will begin the event with panelists from Hamblen and Jefferson County Health
Departments following. We will hear speakers from the schools, the county substance abuse coalition, business, the police
department, the county mayor, the recovery court, rehabilitation counseling, law offices, the Helen Ross McNabb Center, and
David Cook-a master of addiction. This is an amazing gathering of people focused on this one enormous challenge that faces
so many communities across our state and our nation today.
This is a wonderful opportunity for our church to show and share our radical hospitality with the people who
are coming from across the state to this Addiction Summit on August 11th, 9am to 1pm.
I hope you will make plans to help host this event on August 11th and join one of these teams of people. Here
is a list of our folks who need your help:
•
Casey Smith - parking lot attendants - for our parking lots as well as All Saints and First Baptist parking
lots.
•
Sally Morrison - delicious snacks for our community guests. Think amazing grazin' times 10! We need lots
of goodies and coffee for our friends and neighbors who will be visiting us.
•
Elizabeth Gibson - church hosts and hostesses to guide and direct people in the building. We will have at
least four "welcome" tables at the entrance doors to greet people as they arrive. In addition, we need people to
serve as "rovers" who can move from on area of the building to another as needed through the morning to
help guide people to the rest rooms, snack tables, and presentation area.
•
Elizabeth Campbell, Bonnie Michaud, Julie Mick, and Fran Kooles are working on a variety of publicity
avenues - publicity helpers are needed with connections to TV, radio, newspapers, and social media outlets.
Just let Janie (fpcmorr@gmail.com) know which of these teams you want to work with to help roll out FPC's red carpet of
radical hospitality for folks from our community and beyond who are coming to the Addiction Summit on August 11th!

Blessings,
Merri

Coda
Over the last couple of months, we've been looking at our hymnal and what's inside. We started at the
front cover and covered the basics of everything that shows up before the hymns, and then went into some detail
about what shows up on a page with a hymn printed on it. Now we're at the end. So turn to hymn #853. Then
turn the page to page #926(the next page).
The Theological Vision Statement. God is the reason we sing in worship. What we sing relates directly to
what we as Presbyterians know and believe about God. Our songs are really statements of what we believe. So, it
really is important to have a theological vision for this collection of songs we're going to sing for and about God.
This statement basically outlines how our Presbyterian beliefs have influenced the selection of songs. It may answer or at least
give insight into why certain hymns are in this hymnal and maybe why others are not.
Next is A Statement on Language. I think this is way more important than many realize. Hymns are texts. Texts are
words expressing ideas in a certain language, and language is how we communicate what we believe. So, taking great care in
how we use language to express the ideas we believe can help make sure that we are really saying what we really believe. And
that it's heard that way. This Language Statement is a guide that helps make sure that the choice of words doesn't speak louder
than the words themselves and communicate something we don't mean. Over time and in different cultures and with different
language translations, confusion can easily become common. Even in American English one word can mean different things.
For instance, if I talk about a bank, you'll assume the place where we keep our money. If the bible talks about a bank, it

probably means the side of a river. That kind of misunderstanding is really simple - I know that. But complex issues like
subculture and personal history can affect how people hear and understand certain words. A "correct" word can be
misunderstood. We want to use the right word so we are understood correctly. I can (and actually just did) write pages about
word choice, theological accuracy and cultural understanding. But that's not my purpose for this article. So, I'm just going to
say this: read the statement. If you want to talk about it, call me. Really.
Next is the Acknowledgments. Typical for many books. An awful lot of people worked very hard to put this book
together. Many people contributed their personal knowledge and experience striving to make this an excellent book, and I
personally think that it is right to recognize their contribution. Actually, so did the hymnal committee which is why they
printed this section.
Next is a more specific form of acknowledgments - The Copyright Holder Acknowledgments. This gets back to the
legalities we mentioned earlier. This states who actually has the right to copy or print or display or distribute the hymns in our
hymnal. The laborer is worthy of his wages, so the writer deserves to be paid for his writing. We have legally secured the right
to print each of these songs, and you can check with each of these people or organizations to make sure. This really is
important because it ensures that we aren't stealing from somebody. I seem to remember God saying something about "shall
not steal," so…
Now the Topical Index is really a cool and very useful tool. It gives general topics - Baptism, Children, Funerals,
Repentance, Work, etc., and lists hymns which relate to that topic. When picking hymns, this helps us focus our search in on
things that directly relate to what the sermon, scriptures or theme of the service is. It can save us a lot of time and will
frequently suggest hymns that we might not have thought about or maybe didn't even really know. (**This can even be useful
to you. If you're having struggles in a certain area or with something specific, go to a similar topic and look up hymns. The
texts are very wise and loving and may bring you some comfort or insight.)
The Lectionary is a pattern of reading scriptures that many churches from many denominations follow. Over the
course of three years, you'll cover pretty much the whole Bible. This can be cool for several reasons. First, it makes pastors
look at and preach on verses they might not normally go to. It's easy to get 50 or 100 favorite verses and that's pretty much a
preaching career. This can help push preachers outside of their comfort zone. For me, a really great aspect is that each
Sunday, on radio or tv or in conversations with friends at other churches, I can hear multiple perspectives on the same text. It
deepens my understanding of what's in these verses. This Lectionary Index suggests hymns that are directly related to each of
the lectionary readings over the three-year cycle.
Next, the Scriptural Index. Pretty much just what it says it is. Pick a scripture. Look in the index and find hymns that
relate to that scripture. Very helpful.
Some "hymns" are actually Psalms rewritten to be more poetic and rhythmical in English. And, well, there are some
Psalms that are actually just Psalms. The Psalm Index lists each Psalm and where you can find it in this hymnal.
The Index of Authors, Composers and Sources tells us where all of the hymns came from - who wrote them, what
countries they came from, what hymnals they were known to have first appeared in, organizations they may have been created
for, etc. This is probably a little more about academics like history, ethnology and musicology than music, but still can be
useful in planning worship.
Remember when talking about hymns I mentioned that the tune name is usually on the bottom right corner of the
page? The Alphabetical Index of Tunes is a list of tunes by name. So you find a hymn and you're not familiar with the text but
you know that you know the tune, but don't know why. You look up the tune nam e, see other hymns with that tune, look
them up and now you know why you know that tune. Confusing? A bit. For example, you look at #248 Christ Is Risen! Shout
Hosanna! You know you've heard the tune but can't place it. You look in the bottom right corner and see "Hymn To Joy."
You go to the tune index and see #611. You go to #611 and say "Oh of course - Joyful Joyful We Adore Thee!"
The Metrical Index of Tunes is very useful musically. If the words of a particular hymn are perfect, but the tune that it
is set to is particularly hard or extremely unfamiliar, you can look at the meter (we talked about it before) then go into this
index, find other tunes with that same meter and use a more familiar melody for that awesome text. This can be good, but it
can also become a crutch that keeps you from learning new music. That's a really tough balance to find, honestly.
Finally, First Lines and Common Titles. Exactly what it says it is. "O Lord My God" is the first line of "How Great
Thou Art." Look them up and both say #625. Usually the first line is in regular print and the common title is in italics.
So that is your hymnal in its entirety! There's an awful lot of great and valuable info in there. Some really great music
too! Take some time to go through it. Read the statements. Thumb through the indexes. Read the services. Read hymn texts.
It really can enrich your worship and your spiritual life in ways that might surprise you.

Rick Kopituk

Presbyterian Women Fall Kick Off
The Presbyterian Women will begin a Bible study this fall entitled Cloud of Witnesses: The Community of Christ in
Hebrews, published by Horizons. The Letter to the Hebrews is a significant book of the Bible packed with
theology, metaphor, comparisons, and spirituality; and is also significantly different from every other book in
the Bible. The study approach is thematical rather than sequential. Starting September 6th, the first of its nine
major themes will be explored. Our study will continue the first Thursday of each month (through May) at
10:30AM in the Ladies' Parlor, followed by an $8 catered lunch in the Fellowship Hall. All ladies are invited to
join us for this monthly time of Bible Study, prayer, and fellowship.
The community for which the letter to the Hebrews was written interacts, in a sense, with all the communities of which we
are a part…perhaps a sports team or yoga class, a bridge club, an organization's board of directors, a neighborhood population,
or a church congregation. The list is large of all the communities of which we each are a part. And these communities help
form us into the people we are. As we study Hebrews this year, the New Testament book will give us insight into our present
communities and, hopefully, will encourage us in our Christian faith.
To kick-off this new study in the letter to the Hebrews, the Presbyterian Women will host a dinner on Sunday,
August 26, 2018 at 6PM in the Fellowship Hall. The program will include a brief introduction of the Bible study. But the
highlight of the evening will be our guest speaker, Dr. Katie Vande Brake. Katie is a friend of DruAnna Overbay. She is a
retired professor and dean of King University in Bristol. She is author of the books How They Shine and Through the Back Door.
Katie is sure to share with us about a community that she has written about in her books, the Melungeons, and what values
supported this unique community and what influences held this community together.
We hope you will join us for a relaxing, enlightening evening. Tickets are $8 and will be on sale on August Sundays in
the Narthex or in the church office.

PW Ongoing Missions
Bags for Daycare: Please continue to bring your plastic bags to the office this
summer for Fran Kooles to donate to daycare. They appreciate all the bags they have
received from FPC.
Shower Items Needed: Donations of soap, shampoo, towels, wash cloths, etc. are
needed to give to people using the showers at the church. Bring your donations to the church office.
Soup Labels: A collection container (a large Campbell’s Soup can) is located in the old kitchen (room 201a) for the
congregation to place their soup labels. A list of other products whose labels can also be used to trade for various
equipment can be found by the collection container. ALPS is the recipient of the labels.
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